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Vermont PBS Honored with Seven New England Emmy Nominations

Locally Produced Programs Mister Chris and Friends, Bardo, and Beyond Bernie Garner Multiple Nods for Excellence

Colchester, VT – April 26, 2019 – Vermont PBS is pleased to announce it has been nominated for seven New England Emmy nominations this year. The New England Emmys are awarded for excellence in video content. Last year the station was nominated for five awards and brought home two, and Vermont PBS looks forward to surpassing last year’s record-setting count with additional statuettes this year. Winners will be announced on June 15.

The Vermont PBS nominations are for:

Mister Chris and Friends, a live-action music series for children age 3-6, is nominated in the Children/Youth, Musical Composition/Arrangement, and Performer/Narrator categories.

Bardo: A Night In The Life, a live music and interview series, is nominated in the categories for Audio, Director Non-Live (Post Produced), and Photographer-Program.

And Beyond Bernie: Searching For Vermont’s Political Identity, a five-part series that explores how Vermont politics impact the nation, is nominated in the Politics/Government category.

“The entire team at Vermont PBS deserves the peer recognition of these nominations,” says Holly Groschner, President and CEO of Vermont PBS. “The expertise and hard work of our staff and collaborators creates excellent local programming that competes with the best examples across all media outlets in our region. Members can trust that their support is put to great purpose.”

ABOUT VERMONT PBS
Vermont PBS connects neighbors through stories that change lives. As Vermont’s only statewide independent TV station, Vermont PBS is a powerful catalyst that informs, educates and inspires. When you support Vermont PBS, you help all Vermonters learn, grow, and contribute to our great state and the world. Learn more at vermontpbs.org.
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